capacity than those just mentioned, were under the charge of more intelligent persons, and they presented a different spectacle: they were healthy, cleanly, and industrious. We found some, of a very "low grade of intellect, at work in the fields, under the direction of attendants; and they seemed not only to be free from depraving habits, but to be happy and useful. The inference to be drawn from this is very important. If persons having only common sense and common humanity, but without the advantage of experience or study, can so improve the condition of idiots, how much could be done by those who should bring the light of science, and the experience of wise and good men in other countries, and the facilities of an institution adapted to the training of idiots,?how much, we say, could be done by such persons, towards redeeming the minds of this unfortunate class from the waste and desolation in which they now 14 to 12. Writing class. Here the lowest group is taught only to trace on the black board, with a ruler, the line in its four positions. The next group is taught to make upon the board the rudimental characters, making the three in each line. After this, they write on slates, and, when farther advanced, the monitor being ready to guide their hands, they write in ruled books. The highest class rules its own books, and writes alternately a page of large and fine hand.
"12 to 12^. Gymnastics. "12^tol. Music. " 1 to 4 J. Manual labour. In this all take part; some as shoemakers, some as carpenters, or rather cabinet makers, and some as tillers of the ground. One of the best exercises for the body, inasmuch as it compels the idiot to walk and balance himself unaided, is that of wheeling a barrow, charged with a weight proportionate to his strength. The most stupid may be soon taught this. Others, more intelligent, wield spade and pickaxe most energetically and profitably; but nowhere does their awakened intelligence appear more satisfactorily than in the workshop of the cabinet-maker. " These tickets of good conduct are given also to those who are designated, by the pupils themselves, as having done some kind and generous action,?as having been seen to run to the aid of one who has stumbled at play,?who had divided among his companions the bons-bons he may have received from a visitor,?or who had helped, in any way, one weaker than himself. Thus they are constantly on the look-out for good actions in one another; but they are most positively forbidden to report the negligences or unkind conduct which they may observe. The surveillance of the monitors is sufficient to detect these; and even were it not, M.
Vallee prefers that they should go unpunished rather than that they should serve to cherish the grovelling sentiments of envy and malice, which lurk in the breast of the informer and the scandal-monger. I know no spectacle more touching than this Saturday evening distribution of the rewards of real merit."
Enough lias been quoted to show that " There is nothing either visionary or impracticable in the attempt to raise this unfortunate class of our fellow-beings from the state of misery and degradation to which they have been hitherto condemned, in all ages, and in nearly every land."
